Linedance Stompers - keep on line dance!

Hot & Saucy (My Little Jalapeno)

Hot & Saucy (My Little Jalapeno)
Choreographed by Max Perry & Kathy Sharpe13-Jun-2000
Description:40 count, beginner/intermediate mixer dance
Musik: He’s My Little Jalapeno by Scooter Lee
Volcano by Jimmy Buffett
Position:Side-by-side facing LOD
1&2-3&4
MAN: Shuffle stomp left, shuffle stomp right
LADY: Shuffle stomp right, shuffle stomp left
Shuffle steps travel forward with stomp on the third step of each shuffle
5&6-7&8
MAN: Rock left foot side, step right in place, together; rock right foot side, step left in place, together
LADY: Rock right foot side, step left in place, together; rock left foot side, step right in place, together
Couple is rocking in opposition…”tell me have you seen him”…on first side rock, release right hands and look at partner, on
second side rock, release left hands and look at partner, then assume side-by-side position
1&2-3&4Repeat counts 1&2-3&4 (above)
5-6 MAN: Stomp left, right(in place)
LADY: Stomp right, left (in place)
7&8& MAN: Hip bumps left-right-left-right
LADY: Hip bumps right-left-right-left
1-4 MAN: Hip bumps left, right, left, right
LADY: Curving walk right-left-right-left around man’s left side to complete ¾ turn left
Man drops left hand, leading lady under his right arm to end up in “left” position. Ladies facing out of circle, mans facing
LOD. (right hand to right hand hold)
5-8 MAN: Hip bumps left-right-left-right
LADY: Hitch right, touch right together, hitch right, step right side turning ¼ left
As lady steps side, right hand goes to waist and couple assumes shadow position. Man takes left hand
1-4 BOTH: Hip bumps left-right-left-right
5-8 MAN: Hip bumps left-right-left-right
LADY: Curving walk left-right-left around to outside circle facing against LOD (to the right), stamp right
Man releases left hand, escorts lady to his right side (man still facing LOD, right hand to right hand hold)
1&2-3&4 MAN: Shuffle stomp left, shuffle stomp right
LADY: Shuffle stomp right, shuffle stomp left
Couples drop hands lady moving against LOD, man moving LOD to next partner
5&6-7&8 MAN: Shuffle stomp left, shuffle stomp right (in place)
LADY: Shuffle stomp right, shuffle stomp left turning ¼ turn left during each set of shuffle stomps to end up in original
starting position
Man takes right hand of new partner and leads her into side-by-side position (inside turn), right to right hand hold, left to left
hand hold
_______________________________________________
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